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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------2. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Abstract - Image compression is a technique in which we

can store the huge amount of images, videos in less memory.
Which will helpful to increase storage capacity and
transmission performance, For the Fractal image compression
lossy compression is used. Mainly the fractal image
compression involves partitioning the images into Range
Blocks and Domain blocks. Then each range block searches for
best domain block by using particle swarm optimization
Algorithm.

Particle swarm optimization algorithm is population based
algorithm introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. PSO
idea emerged from group of birds, schools of fish, or swarm
of bees. As it is population based method solves various
function optimization problems. When the swarm of birds
searches for food in different places ,if anyone has found the
food then remaining all will follow to that bird for food this
idea is implemented for particle swarm optimization here
swarm of birds means the swarm of particles, each particle
has its own position and velocity. Individual particle
searches for best optimization solution that is called position
best solution (pbest). Again the particle update its position
and velocity for best results. Particle every time update its
position and velocity iteratively and final optimization result
called as Gbest.

Key Words: Fitness function, Fractal block coding, Image
data compression, Particle swarm optimization, reduced
domain block.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mainly there are two types of compression techniques
namely lossy and lossless data compression. Here in fractal
image compression lossy technique is used it gives the
constructed image is actually an approximation of input
image that is original image. Fractal image code is
implemented by Barnsley and Jacquin. The main advantage
of fractal image compression it gives high data compression
ratio, and less decompression time. But the main
disadvantage with this technique is large encoding time for
image data compression. At present in this paper we have
focused on enhancing the data compression ratio and
improves the image quality after the decompression. Fractal
means the geometrical figure obtained by partitioning the
original image into range blocks and domain blocks then
each range block finds the best matching domain block
iteratively by using particle swarm optimization algorithm.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is mainly
population based algorithm. Introduced by Kennedy &
Eberhart in 1995. Inspired by social behavior of birds and
fish. All the particles searches for the best result. If one of the
particle finds the best results then remaining all will follow
the same. Every particle has own memory, it searches for
best matched range block with domain block iteratively by
self-similar property.
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Fig- 1: PSO Algorithm
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3.1 Partitioned image into R and D blocks
Fractal image block-coding compression methods
compress data by partitioning the data into range blocks,
and also into domain blocks. For each range block, the
method searches a best matching domain block that can be
transformed into the range block. It focus on using
sophisticated deformations to best transform a given
domain block into a given range block. Consider original
grayscale image is of size m × m. Let the range block R be
defined as all non-overlapping partitions of size n × n of the
image f, which makes up (m/n) 2 blocks.

Input original image in gray scale and create R pool by
partitioning original image into non-overlapping R sub
blocks of size 8 × 8. Create D block by partition image into
overlapping D sub blocks of size 16 × 16.The whole D blocks
are contracted into blocks of size 8 × 8 by averaging four
pixel values to one pixel value. Compute standard deviation
 of each block by equation

Let the domain blocks D be defined as the group of all
possible blocks of size 2n × 2n of the image f, which makes
up (m - 2n + 1)2 blocks. For m is 256 and n is 8, the range
blocks R is composed of (256/8) × (256/8) = 1024 blocks of
size 8 × 8 and the domain block D is of ((256 - 16 + 1) × (256
- 16 + 1) = 58081 blocks of size 16 × 16. For each range block
v from the R, in the fractal affine transformation is obtained
by searching all of the domain blocks in the D to find the
most matching one and the parameters representing the
fractal affine transformation will form the fractal
compression code for v. To execute the similarity matching
measure between range block and domain block, in the size
of the domain block must be first

Fig -2: Block diagram for proposed system
……………(1)
Let T is the threshold value which divides the R blocks into
Rs and Rn
R=

………...(2)
Fig -3: Range and Domain Blocks

The Rs block employs its average pixel value instead of the
information of the best matched D block as the fractal Codes.
For the Rn blocks, a PSO strategy is proposed. Firstly,
initialize the particle swarm size and the particles. Every
particle is encoded as (x, y) randomly and (x, y) is the
location of the D block in the {D}. Secondly, all R blocks
search the best matched D blocks in the swarm successively.
Each particle (x, y) ﬁnds the D block at (x, y) in the image,
zooms the D block in the same size of R block and extends it
with eight symmetrical transformations when seeking in the
particle swarm. Then compute the ﬁtness value which is
deﬁned as the minimal E(R , D), and record the
corresponding fractal codes. Each R block performs the
procedure iteratively, and if required update the pbest, gbest
and fractal codes. Thirdly, if all the R blocks have found the
best matched D blocks, then stop. Rn blocks adopt the PSO as
the block searching mechanism instead of the traditional full
search method, which improves the encoding time.
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Sub-sampled to 8 × 8 such that its size is the same as the
range block. The arrangements of R and D blocks. Finally, the
D blocks after averaging the pixel values are extended with
eight symmetrical transformations (identity T0, 90°
clockwise rotation T, 180° clockwise rotation T2, 270°
clockwise rotation T3, x reﬂection T4, y reﬂection T5, y = x
reﬂection T6and y = -x reﬂection T7)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm has been applied and tested with
some Bitmap images. Four Bitmap images of dimension 256
x 256 presented are chosen to demonstrate our results. The
input image is converted into gray scale and then divided
into 8x8 blocks called ranges and 16x16 blocks called
domain blocks, each of which is encoded separately.
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Fig-4: Test Images
Fig-7 : Test image portioned into range and domain
blocks.

When we select the bitmap image as a test image that
converted into gray scale image and resizes into 512×512.
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